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Abstract

We present a complete microstructure tiling paradigm for V-rep models, or volumetric models consisting of trimmed
trivariates. Existing methods [10] are employed to tile individual primitive tensor product trivariates in a conformal
way, only to handle the intersection of the microstructure tiles with the trimming surfaces of the trivariates. One-to-one
and two-to-one bridging tiles are then constructed along the trimmed zones, while tile-clipping is completely avoided.
The Boolean operation cases of subtraction, intersection and union are considered. The result is a set of, regular
in the interior, possibly heterogeneous, trivariates, that defines the whole microstructure arrangement. This result is
fully compatible with iso-geometric analysis as well as heterogeneous additive manufacturing. Examples are presented,
including of 3D printed heterogeneous microstructures.

Keywords: Volumetric trivariate splines; Trimmed trivariates; Function composition; Porosity; Lattices;
Heterogeneity; iso-geometric analysis; additive manufacturing

1. Introduction1

We propose a method to continuously, conformally and2

adaptively place, possibly heterogeneous, spline micro tiles3

in a volumetric model (VModel). A VModel is a model4

in a volumetric representation (V-rep), based on trimmed5

trivariates. The placement of the tiles is processed hier-6

archically by separating the design of the macro-shape of7

the VModel from the micro-element or tile that will be8

filling the interior of the macro VModel [10]. The macro9

shape is represented by a set of V-Cells, which are typ-10

ically trimmed, trivariate tensor product splines. A tile11

can be any set of curves, (trimmed) surfaces, or (trimmed)12

trivariate splines, all defined in the domain of a unit cube,13

[0, 1]3, and hence can be modeled with high flexibility. In14

this work, we will focus on tiles that are formed of trivari-15

ates, the most complex tile type, while simpler geometries,16

like curves and surfaces, could be following a similar yet17

simpler path. The spline functions describing the tile are18

then functionally composed into the macro shape’s spline19

VModel representation, numerous times, which makes the20

micro-structures repetitively and continuously paved in-21

side the macro model. See Figure 1 for an example of em-22

bedding heterogeneous microstructure consisting of volu-23

metric trivariate tiles, inside a trimmed trivariate based24

VModel. This heterogeneous microstructure from Fig-25

ure 1 (c) is fully compatible with and can be immedi-26

ately employed in iso-geometric analysis tools. Further,27

the boundaries of the constructed microstructures are fully28

compatible with the B-spline based boundary representa-29

tion (B-rep) of contemporary geometric CAD systems and30

additive manufacturing [4].31

The construction scheme of tile-based microstruc-32

tures [10], while conformal to the macro VModel, is limited33

by the fact that the tensor product trivariate presents a34

cube-like topology, which also renders a cube-like topol-35

ogy of the final microstructure. In some cases, however,36

the shape of the macro models are more complex. Models37

can undergo multiple Boolean operations, resulting in sets38

of trimmed trivariates in a single volumetric representation39

or V-rep VModel [9].40

When one aims to pave with tiles, a macro VModel41

consisting of trimmed trivariates following [10], some of42

the tiles in the full tensor product domain of some of43

the trivariates in the VModel might be trimmed away,44

possibly partially. Moreover, tiling a complete VModel,45

consisting of several trimmed trivariates, will require the46

proper management and the continuous stitching of the47

microstructures between adjacent (trimmed) trivariates,48

near the shared trimming boundary surface(s).49

This work presents one possible paradigm to handle this50

tiling problem for a whole VModel. We start from the set51

of the trimmed trivariate primitives in the VModel. Given52

a trimmed trivariate, we first synthesize the microstruc-53

ture in the tensor product trivariate primitive, ignoring54

the trimming, and following [10]. Some of the tiles are55

then eliminated if found (partially) outside the trimmed56

zone, whereas completely inside tiles are kept. Then, in57

zones that are near the trimming surfaces of the trimmed58

trivariates, special bridging tiles are introduced, to con-59

nect tiles to adjacent trimmed trivariates and/or to the60

boundary of the VModel.61

The rest of this work is organized as follows. In Sec-62

tion 2, we survey related previous work. Then, Sec-63

tion 3 describes our entire algorithm to populate a gen-64

eral VModel with tiles. Some examples and results are65

presented in Section 4, only to conclude in Section 5.66

2. Previous work67

The design and manufacturing of 3D volumetric objects68

using porous repetitive microstructures, has gained recent69
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Figure 1: The intersection of three trivariate cylinders in (a), yields the shape in (b). Populating the interior, following the tile placement
presented in this work, eliminates all intersecting tiles and builds bridging tiles to the trimmed surface boundaries, as is shown in (c). (d)
presents a 3D-printed version of (c). In both (c) and (d), the heterogeneous graded colors were devised as a mapping from (x, y, z) to (R,G,B).

attention in various academic and industrial fields includ-70

ing computer-aided design, tissue engineering, aero-space71

engineering, and material science. Advances in additive72

manufacturing have facilitated the production of complex73

porous structures in a given model, while allowing het-74

erogeneity within the model, with graded materials. Re-75

cent survey papers [16, 18, 13, 8] examined several aspects76

of this fabrication process, from designing the tile of the77

microstructure and populating the microstructure in the78

object, through selecting the material and printing tech-79

nology suited for the porous structures, to validating the80

physical properties of the manufactured products. Our81

work here focuses on the geometric synthesis of microstruc-82

tures and the population method. Hence, in this section,83

we will focus on related previous results.84

Non-stochastic microstructures can be classified as uni-85

form and/or conformal, based on the method used to pop-86

ulate microstructures in the macro shape [18, 14]. Uniform87

microstructures populate the template microstructures in88

the internal volume of the object without any guarantee89

on the continuity between the external boundary of the90

macro shape and the internal microstructures. Conformal91

microstructures, on the other hand, fill the macro shape92

with deformed microstructures so that the microstructures93

are populated more seamlessly.94

Some researchers proposed 3D strut-and-node-based lat-95

tices that are conformal to the external boundary of the96

object. Wang et al. [21] generate semi-struts that con-97

nect the central nodes inside the macro shape using STL98

models. Ngyuen et al. [14] predefine four types of tem-99

plate lattice shapes and optimize the type and the size of100

the lattice based on the stress distribution of the macro101

shape. To populate the conformal microstructures, the102

input boundary mesh is divided into planar regions and103

offseted to make a trivariate volume between the original104

and offset surfaces and mapped to the ground truss struc-105

ture.106

Aremu et al. [2] proposed a voxel-based lattice mi-107

crostructure that conforms to the external boundary of108

the shape. They start with designing a voxel-based uni-109

form lattice and handle the discrepancies on the boundary110

of the object by trimming the lattice on the boundary.111

Another related approach is presented in Sosin et al. [20]112

that builds a truss structure by placing the nodes of the113

structure at the centers of 3D packed spheres in the shape,114

striving for an optimal honeycomb-like topology. Regard-115

ing the design of beams in the strut-and-node-based mi-116

crostructures, Gupta et al. [7] proposed to employ quadric-117

of-revolution surfaces to construct a beam of a single node118

or smoothly connect two sphere-shaped nodes. They also119

offer closed-form solutions to construct the ‘hub’ which120

joins two beams to a sphere-shaped node, which is an es-121

sential component in the construction of lattice-based mi-122

crostructures.123

Medeiros e Sá et al. [11] derive the internal structure of124

the volumetric object from a boundary mesh. They pro-125

pose an adaptive algorithm to compute the internal mi-126

crostructure from an input mesh using a primal-dual re-127

lationship between the mesh and inner structure. The re-128

sulting microstructure is heavily determined by the topol-129

ogy of the input mesh, which affects the control over the130

structure.131

Instead of using explicit geometry as a unit tile, some132

researchers adopt implicit function-based methods. Pasko133

et al. [15] proposed a function-based representation to pro-134

cedurally generate microstructures in a volumetric object.135

The microstructure is a uniform axis-aligned lattice ex-136

pressed by infinite, periodic and implicit functions and is137

combined with the macro shape via set operations. An-138

other example of implicit tiling is Feng et al. [6] that fills139

a volumetric object with triply periodic minimal surfaces140

(TPMS) and computes slice-by-slice intersection and in-141

terpolation with the macro shape.142

Tang et al. [19] adopt a hybrid approach in modeling the143

microstructure of the volumetric object. They represent144

the macro shape as the topological skeleton that consists145

of vertices and links, and embed a unit microstructure in146

each vertex. The geometry of each strut is then computed147

using implicit functions.148

Instead of using truss-like unit microstructures, Mas-149

sarwi et al. [10] use a function composition-based tiling150

in trivariate volumetric V-Model. Micro-tiles in the do-151

main are composed into the trivariate volume of the macro152

shape. Tiles can be regular grid-like tiling, randomized153

tiling and bifurcating tiling, in which the number of in-154

let and outlet surfaces are different. The same scheme is155

employed in [1] to optimize the geometry in a variety of156

physical applications, like heat transfer and stress analysis.157

Another widely used and worthy of mentioning scheme158

in the design of porous geometries is topology optimiza-159

tion. [3]. This technique derives the porosity through, typ-160

ically discrete, optimization with respect to desired phys-161

ical properties.162

Considering the format of the result, most offer polyg-163
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Figure 2: A typical Boolean operation between VModels VA and VB
can be one of a union VA ∪ VB (a), an intersection VA ∩ VB (b) or a
subtraction VA − VB (c).

onal mesh [6, 11, 14, 21], or voxels or similar spatial dis-164

cretizations [2, 3, 15, 19], as their output. In contrast,165

[7, 10, 20] employ spline or parametric function-based rep-166

resentations.167

This work adopts some methods from [10], toward the168

generation of microstructures in tensor product trivariate169

forms, and extends it to handle general trimmed trivariate170

(V-rep) geometries. Tiles can be of general shapes, and of171

arbitrary dimensions. Further, the result is B-spline based172

and (its boundary) is fully compatible with modern B-rep173

geometric CAD tools on the one hand, and supports the174

encodements of additional volumetric fields, and heteroge-175

neous 3D printing in specific, on the other.176

3. The algorithm177

In order to create a general shape in a geometric model-178

ing tool, Boolean operations are typically applied. Herein,179

for VModels, Boolean operations are applied between vol-180

umetric primitives [9], and other VModels, recursively,181

forming a closure. Boolean union, intersection, and sub-182

traction are typically exploited in this constructive pro-183

cess. We adopt the volumetric representation of [9], in184

which a VModel is a complex of mutually exclusive V-185

Cells. Each V-Cell is a volumetric zone inside the VModel186

that is completely contained in all tensor product trivariate187

splines that share this V-Cell. On the other hand, a V-188

Cell cannot cross boundaries of a tensor product trivariate.189

A V-Cell will also contain topological adjacency informa-190

tion on adjacent V-Cells, that together form the VModel,191

again as a complex. The volumetric zone of each such192

V-Cell is bounded by a set of trimming surfaces, much193

like the trimmed curves of a trimmed surface, in a lower194

dimension.195

Consider two volumetric primitives, VA and VB . VA and196

VB are represented as tensor product trivariate splines.197

Using Boolean set operations, we can construct one of198

the following (trimmed trivariate) VModels: VA ∪ VB (a199

union), VA ∩ VB (an intersection) or VA − VB (a subtrac-200

tion). As an example, in Figure 2, we have two V-rep201

primitive cylinders, VA and VB , and these three different202

Boolean operations are portrayed.203

In general, a VModel can be constructed by numerous204

Boolean operations between an arbitrary number of volu-205

metric primitives. In Section 3.1, we first discuss how one206

can classify a tile as inside or outside a single V-Cell, or a207

trimmed trivariate. Tiles that transversely intersect with208

a trimming surface are also considered as outside, and are209

eliminated as well. In other words, all remaining tiles are210

fully inside the trimmed trivariate.211

The construction of simple, one-to-one, bridging tiles is212

discussed in Section 3.2. Then, in Section 3.3, and given213

two volumetric primitives, VA and VB , we present full mi-214

crostructure tiling in the simple Boolean operation case215

of V = VA − VB , where one-to-one bridging tiles are con-216

structed near and toward the trimming surfaces.217

The problem is much more challenging at a shared trim-218

ming surface in a Boolean union, where tiles on both sides219

of that trimming surface must be matched and bridged. In220

Section 3.4, we discuss this matching problem, matching221

N (anchor-faces of) tiles on one side of the trimming sur-222

face to M (anchor-faces of) tiles on the other side of the223

trimming surface. The presented microstructure match-224

ing process is a variation on bipartite graph matching [12],225

where we allow one-to-one but also one-to-two matching226

(’bigamy’). Bifurcation bridging tiles are hence introduced227

in Section 3.5 to support such matchings. Finally, the228

problem of microstructure tiling in a Boolean union is con-229

sidered in Section 3.6. Here, both the one-to-one and the230

one-to-two bridging tiles will be employed. Some addi-231

tional comments are finally made in Section 3.7.232

3.1. Classification of Tiles in a Trimmed Trivariate233

Consider a tensor product trivariate, T , fully populated234

with tiles in the 3D grid, following [10]. If this trivariate235

is now trimmed, as a trimmed trivariate T , some tiles will236

be inside, some outside, and some will transversely inter-237

sect with the trimming boundary of the trivariate. Hence,238

in each trimmed trivariate T , tiles are classified into three239

types, depending on their membership with respect to the240

trimming surfaces. Clearly, the original six boundary sur-241

faces of T , could be ignored in these intersection tests,242

even if they (partially) serve as trimming surfaces in T .243

Then, in order to classify the tiles, we:244

1. Test if the tile is intersecting with one of the (non-245

original boundary) trimming surfaces of trivariate.246

One should recall we do not seek precise intersection247

curves, only a firm answer if a tile and a (trimming248

boundary) surface intersect or not, a somewhat sim-249

pler problem.250

2. Then, for tiles that are intersection free (with respect251

to the trimming surfaces), we further classify them as252

completely inside or completely outside, by sampling253

a single point p on each tile and testing p for inclusion254

in the trimmed domain.255

3. Finally, tiles that are classified as inside, but have a256

neighboring tile that is detected as intersecting the257

trimming boundary, are classified as to-be-bridged in-258

side tiles.259

Figures 3 and 4 show one example of this classification260

process, for a subtraction case of VA − VB (Recall also261

Figure 2 (c)). All outside tiles (in red) and all the tiles262

that intersect the trimming boundary (in cyan) are purged.263

See Figure 3. We are left only with the inside (green)264

tiles. However, as stated, some of the inside (green) tiles,265

that are closed to the trimming surfaces will be later con-266

nected with special bridging tiles to tiles on the other side267

of those trimming surfaces (or to the trimming boundary268
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Figure 3: The tiles in this trimmed trivariate (from Figure 2 (c))
are classified into three groups: tiles that are inside the trimmed
trivariate (green), outside the trimmed trivariate (red) and tiles that
intersect with the boundary (cyan). Two views of the same arrange-
ment.

Figure 4: The tiles that are found inside this trimmed trivariate (from
Figure 3), are further classified into regular-inside tiles (green) and
to-be-bridged-inside tiles (in yellow). The yellow tiles are close to the
trimming boundary and are candidates to be bridged to (the other
side of) that trimmed surface. Two views of the same arrangement.

itself). Hence, we identify them as to-be-bridged inside,269

tiles. These to-be-bridged-inside tiles, are marked in yel-270

low, in Figure 4. Finally, we also identify the anchoring271

faces (surfaces) for the bridging, on these tiles. An an-272

choring face is a boundary surface of a to-be-bridged tile273

that was exposed as its neighboring tile was purged (being274

either outside or intersecting the trimming surfaces of the275

trivariate),276

3.2. The One-to-one Bridging Tiles277

With the purging of the tiles that are fully or partially278

outside the trimmed trivariate, the to-be-bridged inside279

tiles are becoming our focus. The anchoring faces of these280

to-be-bridged tiles are typically not tangent to the trim-281

ming surface, as they are in the interior domain of the282

trivariate. (Recall Figure 4). Hence, we insert new tubu-283

lar tiles that bridge these to-be-bridged tiles, connecting284

their anchoring faces to the nearby trimming surface. The285

cross-section of each constructed tubular bridging tile is286

following the shape of the anchoring surface of the cor-287

responding to-be-bridged tile. While, for simplicity, we288

assume this cross-section is circular for most of this work,289

it clearly does not have to be, and we will demonstrate290

other cross-sections, toward the end.291

A bridging tile is constructed by connecting an anchor-292

ing surface of a to-be-bridged tile to its closest trimming293

(a) (b)

Figure 5: One-to-one bridging tiles connect the to-be-bridged-inside
tiles to the closest trimming surface. In (a), all the to-be-bridged-
inside tiles (in yellow), from Figure 4, are shown with one-to-one
bridging tiles (in red) to the trimming surface. (b) shows one of the
to-be-bridged-inside tiles from (a) (in yellow) with two anchoring
surfaces, that are now bridged using two one-to-one bridging tiles
(in red).

surface location. The anchoring surface is a boundary sur-294

face in a to-be-bridged and one to-be-bridged tile can have295

multiple anchoring surfaces (See Figure 5 (a)). Each an-296

choring surface is therefore connected to the trimming sur-297

face by sweeping the anchoring surface along some sweep-298

ing axis curve. Herein, the sweeping axis curve is set to be299

(initially) a quadratic Bézier curve, of which control points300

are composed of:301

1. The center point, C, of the anchoring surface,302

2. A middle point, M , in some direction ~d from the an-303

choring face toward the trimming surface, and,304

3. The (closest) projection point, P , of M , on the trim-305

ming boundary surface.306

The direction ~d can equal ~n, a central normal of the307

anchoring face at C but also a partial derivative of the308

trivariate T holding the anchoring face, ∂T
∂w , at C, or any309

combination thereof. More on that is Section 3.5 (see also310

Figure 9 (a)).311

The bridging tile is a sweep along the axis curve of the312

anchoring face, and can connect the to-be-bridged-inside313

tile smoothly with G1-continuity while joining the trim-314

ming boundary surface orthogonally. We introduce a scale315

parameter β, to scale the vector ~d from P toward M , to316

control the amount of the bending in the axis.317

Figure 5 (a) shows all bridging tiles (in red), in the con-318

figuration from Figure 4. Figure 5 (b) shows one example319

of the to-be-bridged tile (in yellow) from Figure 5 (a) with320

two one-to-one bridging tiles (in red) that connect the tile321

at its two anchoring surfaces to the nearest trimming sur-322

face.323

When the reconstructed axis curve, as discussed above,324

has high curvature, there is a chance that the swept bridge325

surface will self-intersect. We avoid such self-intersections,326

by adjusting (and adding new control points) the axis327

curve. Further, adjacent one-to-one bridging surfaces328

might intersect each other as well, another event where we329

locally adjust the axis curves. More on this in Section 3.3.330
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3.3. Populating a Single Subtraction V-rep with Mi-331

crostructure Tiles332

Consider the Boolean set operation of subtraction, VA−333

VB , between two tensor product trivariate V-rep primi-334

tives, VA and VB , and letMA be the set of microstructure335

tiles that populate VA. Note that herein the microstruc-336

tureMB, in VB , is not relevant. In other words, the micro337

tiles in VA − VB will come solely from MA.338

The boundary trimming surfaces of VModel VA − VB339

are divided into two groups depending on the source of340

the surfaces: one group originates from VA and the other341

from VB . Among these boundary surfaces and consider-342

ing only set MA, the surfaces that participate in the tile343

classification (i.e Section 3.1) are only the surfaces of VB .344

Then, the to-be-bridged tiles are the interior tiles adjacent345

to the tiles that intersect the surface boundary of VB and346

hence purged during tile classification process (recall the347

yellow tiles in Figure 4).348

As each bridging tile is created independently, there is349

the possibility that these generated tiles will interfere with350

each other. Note that the original set of interior tiles,351

MA (green tiles in Figure 4), are collision-free as long as352

the provided micro-tile and macro-shape trivariate of the353

VModel are collision-free (positive Jacobian throughout).354

Therefore, we only need to consider the possibility of col-355

lisions between the newly created swept bridging tiles.356

Collisions between adjacent bridging tiles can be de-357

tected by simply testing if any pair of (adjacent) bridging358

tiles collide with each other. In the specific case of circular359

cross-sections, two bridging tiles collide if the distance be-360

tween the sweeping axes of the tiles is smaller than the sum361

of the radii of the cross sections of the sweeps. The latter362

can also be used for general shapes of cross sections, em-363

ploying upper bounds on the (varying) radii, to accelerate364

the decision, only to test further when the distance be-365

tween two bounding volumes are smaller than that bound.366

As a first step before resolving a collision between two367

adjacent swept bridges, we raise the degree of the sweeping368

axis curve to a cubic and add one degree of freedom in the369

axis curve. By increasing the degree of the curve, we are370

able to construct the sweeping axis connecting the center371

point C of the anchoring surface to the arbitrary point on372

the trimming surface while maintaining the orthogonality373

of the axis curve with respect to the trimming surface.374

The initial aim to resolve a collision, is by swapping the375

two end projection points, P , of the two adjacent bridges,376

but leaving the anchoring face points, C, intact. Figure 6377

(c) shows this operation. In Figure 6 (b), we detect a pair378

of colliding tiles. From Figure 6 (b) to Figure 6 (c), we379

swap the two projection points of the colliding tiles. If380

the minimum distance between the axis curves of the tiles381

is becoming larger after the swapping, we consider this382

swapping beneficial and keep the swapping.383

Indeed, not every swapping result that is kept, ends in384

two collision-free tiles. The pink and cyan bridging tiles in385

Figure 6 (c), for instance, still collide, after the swapping of386

end points, from Figure 6 (b). Hence, in such cases, we re-387

sort to an iterative process that employs repulsion forces388

on the control points of the two axis curves, A1(t) and389

A2(r), that are assumed regular (positive speed through-390

out). Let A1(t0) and A2(r0) be the location where A1391

and A2 are the closest. Then, denote by T1 = A′
1(t)|t=t0392

and T2 = A′
2(r)|r=r0 and let V = T1 × T2 be the em-393

ployed repelling direction. Note that while, in principle,394

this direction is similar to A1(t0)−A2(r0), the magnitude395

of A1(t0) − A2(r0) might be vanishing, in which case, di-396

rection A1(t0)−A2(r0) might be unstable.397

This repelling process affects the control points associ-398

ated with the closest locations, t0 and r0. While it cannot399

happen near the to-be-bridged tiles, at the C points (as400

MA must be collision-free, as explained above), if the clos-401

est location occurs near or on the trimmed surface bound-402

ary, then the P points are repelled the most, etc.403

Finally, one should realize that once we start to modify404

and/or repel some bridging tiles, new intersections might405

unfortunately form. After every such repelling iteration,406

one must verify that no new collision formed, in the close407

neighborhood.408

In a case where the repelling fails, for example when409

three (or more) bridging tiles are simultaneously colliding,410

we also resolve collisions by eliminating one of the bridging411

tiles and repelling the others. These collisions might occur412

especially around the zone where the two trimming sur-413

faces meet at G0-continuity. Hence, the number of bridg-414

ing tiles might be smaller than the number of matched415

anchoring faces. In the example in Figure 6, we end up416

with 153 bridging tiles out of 164 matched anchoring faces.417

3.4. Handling Bridging Tiles along Shared Boundary418

Trimming Surfaces419

In Section 3.3, we have discussed tiling the microstruc-420

tures in a trimmed VModel that only contains a single V-421

Cell. A general trimmed VModel, however, will have sev-422

eral V-Cells. For instance, the trimmed VModel of VA∪VB423

in Figure 2 (a) consists of three V-Cells, VA−VB , VA∩VB424

and VB − VA as is shown in Figure 7. When Boolean op-425

erations are applied to the primitive trivariate VModels426

or other trimmed VModels, recursively, each V-Cell in the427

trimmed VModel holds the list of the primitive trivariates428

that occupy (the volume of) that V-Cell [9]. Then, the429

microstructures in a V-Cell can be constructed based on430

one of the trivariates occupying and containing the V-Cell.431

In the case of the V-Cells in Figure 7, the microstructures432

in VA − VB and VB − VA will be generated from MA and433

MB, respectively, recalling thatMA andMB are the sets434

of microstructures in VA and VB . However, the V-Cell of435

VA ∩ VB can be tiled based on either MA or MB.436

The union of VA ∪ VB is mathematically equivalent to437

either one of the following three formulations:438

1. VA ∪ (VB − VA) or,439

2. VB ∪ (VA − VB) or,440

3. (VA − VB) ∪ (VA ∩ VB) ∪ (VB − VA).441

The synthesis of microstructures over the union will de-442

pend on the formulation that is employed. Giving VA443

priority, VA ∪ (VB − VA), employs every microstructure444

tile from MA but purges some of the microstructures445

in MB that are (partially) outside VB − VA. The sym-446

metric situation, giving VB priority, occurs for case 2,447

of VB ∪ (VA − VB). At equal priority, as in case 3 of448

(VA−VB)∪(VA∩VB)∪(VB−VA), the microstructure of the449

union will partially employ microstructure tiles from both450
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6: Collisions between neighboring bridging tiles are detected and resolved. (a) All the inside tiles in the trimmed VModel. (b) A
zoom-in on the region marked in red in (a), with two neighboring bridging tiles (in cyan and pink) colliding with each other. (c) By swapping
the end points of the sweeping axes, the collisions between the tiles are alleviated. However, the two tiles still intersect near the end points.
(d) The sweeping axes of the colliding tiles are moved by applying a repulsion force, and eventually becoming collision-free.

MB ⊂ VB
VB − VA VB ∩ VA VA − VB MA ⊂ VA

Figure 7: The VModel in Figure 2 (a) consists of three V-Cells, with
the microstructures of the tensor product input primitive cylinder.

MA andMB, which implies that the membership tests of451

the tiles are executed twice, for VA − VB and VB − VA.452

While only case 3 is symmetric, we allow the end-user453

to assign (numeric) importance priorities to the primi-454

tive trivariates and these priorities will affect the way455

the microstructures are synthesized, selecting between the456

three above options. Microstructures of a trivariate with457

a higher priority value will always be selected first.458

All that said, we are now faced with an additional con-459

cern. We need to bridge the remaining tiles between two460

V-Cells, along their common trimming surface boundary,461

denoted SB . Consider case 1, of VA ∪ (VB −VA). We keep462

the full set of tiles in VA,MA and build bridging tiles from463

them to the interior subset of the tiles ofMB in (VB−VA),464

through SB . This bridging difficulty is more challenging465

for the fact that now we need to match and connect N466

anchoring faces in one side, say in VA, to M anchoring467

faces in the other side, say in (VB − VA), and N and M468

are likely to be different. In the rest of the section, we469

consider this combinatorial/geometric matching problem470

between anchoring faces of two microstructure sets, along471

a shared trimming surface boundary, SB .472

3.4.1. The Matching of Bridging Tiles473

Along the shared trimming surface boundary, SB , we474

have two sets of microstructures with anchoring faces that475

must be matched and bridged. Let the adjacent V-Cells476

that share boundary SB , be denoted VC1 and VC2. Along477

SB , VC1 might have N anchoring faces to bridge to, while478

VC2 might have M anchoring faces to bridge to, M 6= N .479

Because M is typically not equal to N , a complete480

matching of this unbalanced bipartite graph is not a com-481

plete solution, and will leave some anchoring faces un-482

matched. Therefore, herein we allow bigamy or also two-483

to-one matchings, with the assumption that M ≤ 2N and484

N ≤ 2M . There are two concerns to be addressed here:485

1. We need to offer a geometric bifurcation tile that con-486

nects two anchoring faces on one side of SB to one487

anchoring face on the other side of SB . This geomet-488

ric question will be addressed in Section 3.5.489

2. We need to address the combinatorial question of this490

unbalanced bipartite graph matching, which also per-491

mits bigamy. In the rest of this section, we address492

this combinatorial question.493

We are faced with a matching problem on the unbal-494

anced bipartite graph G having M nodes, Vi, on one side495

and N nodes, Vj , on the other side. Each node in G rep-496

resents an anchoring face. Hence after, nodes Vi, Vj ∈ G497

will also represent the corresponding geometric anchoring498

face, depending on the context.499

Recall that ~d is the direction along which the bridging500

tile is constructed, at the anchoring face. Herein, bridg-501

ing between two anchoring faces, these directions will be502

denoted ~di and ~dj , at Vi or Vj , respectively. Then, each503

edge, Eij ∈ G, between Vi and Vj , is assigned a weight,504

based on:505

• The Euclidean distance between Vi and Vj ,506

Dist(Vi, Vj), striving to minimize these distances.507

Further, we limit the maximal allowed distance to be508

some constant dmaxdist and assign an ’invalid’ weight509

in such cases.510

• The angles between vector Vi − Vj and the bridging511

directions at anchoring faces Vi and Vj , ~di and ~dj ,512

Angle(Vi − Vj , ~di) and Angle(Vj − Vi, ~dj). In other513

words, we strive to construct bridging tiles that bend514

and deviate the least from ~di and ~dj , as we move away515

from the anchoring faces. Further, we do not allow516

these angles to span more than 90 degrees and assign517

an ’invalid’ weight in such cases.518

Allowing only one-to-one and two-to-one matches for519

the bridging tiles, the matching problem is reduced to520

the problem of finding a set of one-to-one and two-to-one521

bridges that minimizes the total sum of the weights while522
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maximizing the number of participants. In the special case523

of M = N , the problem is known as the assignment prob-524

lem and we can obtain the M = N matches (which is also525

of maximal cardinality) that minimize the sum of edge526

weights using the Hungarian algorithm [12].527

In the rest of the section, we assume M > N . By apply-528

ing the Hungarian algorithm, only one-to-one matchings529

are considered, and N matches can be found that mini-530

mize the sum of weights to the augmented bipartite graph.531

Then, we remove these N matched vertices from the an-532

choring faces in VC2 and apply the Hungarian algorithm533

again between M − N vertices to the original N vertices534

on the other side, of VC1. This, two-staged, matching ap-535

proach is summarized in Algorithm 1.536

Algorithm 1 UnbalancedBipartiteMatch - Matching
between M and N anchor faces, M ≥ N
Input:
FM : A set of Vi anchoring faces, |FM | = M ;
FN : A set of Vj anchoring faces, |FN | = N ;
Output:
P : A set of all matches between FM and FN that minimize

the sum of weights;
Algorithm

1: E := ∅;
2: for Vi ∈ FM do
3: for Vj ∈ FN do
4: //The weight of edge Eij into matrix W :
5: w(Vi, Vj) := function of Dist(Vi, Vj) and

6: Angle(Vi − Vj , ~di) and

7: Angle(Vj − Vi, ~dj);
8: E := E ∪ (Vi, Vj);

9: G1 := The unbalanced bipartite graph (FM , FN ;E);
10: P1 := HungarianAssign(G1,W );

11: F
M

:= {Vi|Vi ∈ FM and (Vi, Vj) ∈ P1, Vj ∈ FN}
12: Ẽ := All edges in E between (FM \ FM ) and FN ;

13: E := GeomFilter(FM , FN , Ẽ,P1);
14: G2 := the unbalanced bipartite graph

15: (FM \ FM , FN ;E);
16: P2 := HungarianAssign(G2,W );
17: P := P1 ∪ P2;
18: Return P;

Some notes on Algorithm 1. In practice, we will have537

less than N successful matches in the first round (Line 10,538

Algorithm 1), as some of the matches will fail (being ∞).539

In Line 7, we use Dist() and Angle(), to compute the dis-540

tances/angles of vertices/bridging directions. As stated,541

we limit the maximal allowed distances to be some con-542

stant dmaxdist, and the angular deviations to be less than543

90 degrees. Any violation of these conditions will assign544

the corresponding weight an ’invalid’ weight, rendering an545

impossible match.546

When the first round of matching is completed, we have547

at least M − N unmatched anchoring faces from FM .548

We run the Hungarian assignment algorithm once more549

(in Line 16), but this time, with M − N anchoring faces550

Algorithm 2 GeomFilter - a filter for the removal of
matched edges that are incompatible geometrically.

Input:
FM : A set of Vi anchoring faces where |FM | = M ;
FN : A set of Vj anchoring faces where |FN | = N ;

Ẽ: Set of edges (Vi, Vj), Vi ∈ FM \ F
M

and Vj ∈ FN ;
P1: Set of one-to-one matches, computed using

HungarianAssign;
Output:
E: A subset of Ẽ where the geometrically invalid edges
are filtered;
Algorithm

1: E := Ẽ;
2: for (Vi, Vj) ∈ Ẽ do

3: ~dj := bridging direction at Vj ;

4: //Proj. of Vi − Vj onto a face orthogonal to ~dj.

5: Prjj(Vi) = (Vi − Vj)− < Vi − Vj , ~dj > ~dj ;

6: for Vk ∈ F
M

such that (Vk, Vj) ∈ P1 do

7: //Proj. of Vk−Vj onto a face orthogonal to ~dj.

8: Prjj(Vk) = (Vk − Vj)− < Vk − Vj , ~dj > ~dj ;
9: if Angle(Prjj(Vi), P rjj(Vk)) < π

2 then

10: E := E \ (Vi, Vj); // An invalid edge.

11: Return E;

from FM and the same N anchoring faces of FN . All the551

weights of these edges are inherited from the first stage,552

except for some edges that are becoming invalid due to553

geometric constraints, as identified using Algorithm 2.554

An edge (Vk, Vj) will be considered geometrically invalid555

at Vj , if its projection on the plane orthogonal to the bridg-556

ing direction at Vj , ~dj , will form less than 90 degrees, in557

that plane, with a previously matched (projected) edge at558

Vj , (Vi, Vj), from the first step, P1 (Line 10, Algorithm 1).559

In other words, we reject bigamy matching at Vj , if the two560

outgoing arms of the bifurcation form less than 90 degrees.561

Finally (in Line 17), the matching results from the562

two stages are combined together. The union of P1 and563

P2 yields bigamy matches as separate matched pairs, of564

(Vi1 , Vj) ∈ P1 and (Vi2 , Vj) ∈ P2, will be combined into565

((Vi1 , Vi2), Vj) ∈ P.566

The proposed matching algorithm is heuristic. The al-567

gorithm does not guarantee optimal matching results, as it568

applies twice an (optimal) Hungarian algorithm but does569

not ensure optimality between these two stages. The first570

stage finds the best match of (up to) N pairs. Since now571

this set of matches is fixed in the second round, it can572

clearly happen that the second matching will yield a glob-573

ally inferior result. Moreover, and as already stated, we574

can not bridge in full cases for which M > 2N or N > 2M .575

3.5. The Construction of Two-to-one Bridging Tiles576

The matching results, following Section 3.4, include two-577

to-one bridging tiles between the two sets of microstruc-578

tures. In this section, we explain how these bifurcation579

bridging tiles are geometrically constructed.580
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We have three anchoring faces that participate in the bi-581

furcation tile. Denote them as an inlet, the one anchoring582

face from one microstructure set and two outlet anchor-583

ing faces from the remaining microstructure set. See Fig-584

ure 8 (a) and (b). Each bifurcation tile will be composed585

of three trivariates; a base trivariate on top of the inlet sur-586

face (blue in Figure 8 (b)) and two branching trivariates587

that connect the base trivariate to the two outlet anchor-588

ing faces (red in Figure 8 (b)).589

The most challenging step of constructing the bifur-590

cation tile, is the construction of the base trivariate591

of the tile. See Figure 8 (b) and (c), in blue. The592

base trivariate is, in essence, the trivariate that creates593

the bifurcation. To construct it, a volumetric Boolean594

sum [5] is applied to six boundary surfaces, T (umin, v, w),595

T (umax, v, w), T (u, vmin, w), T (u, vmax, w), T (u, v, wmin),596

and T (u, v, wmax) (to be discussed below) as are shown in597

Figure 8 (d) and then shown exploded, in Figure 8 (e). Fi-598

nally, recall that all the geometry is regular in the interior.599

The inlet face is set to be T (u, v, wmin) (hence after de-600

noted as the bottom surface of the base trivariate), making601

this joint conforming to the neighboring tile which shares602

the inlet face (the green tile throughout Figure 8). The lo-603

cal coordinate frame of the bottom surface is derived from604

the u and v derivatives (and the normal) at the center of605

the bottom surface. We denote these vectors as (x, y, z)606

of the frame, drawn as red, green and blue arrows in Fig-607

ure 8 (e), respectively.608

Because we have excluded bigamy matches where the609

two projected directions of the outlets are less than 90610

degrees, we can always have the outlets connected at611

two opposite surfaces of the base trivariates. Either to612

T (umin, v, w) and T (umax, v, w), or to T (u, vmin, w) and613

T (u, vmax, w). Without loss of generality, hereafter we as-614

sume the configuration is as shown in Figure 8, namely the615

outlets are connected to T (u, vmin, w), T (u, vmax, w).616

Let α be a user-specified angle to the construction of617

the base trivariate. The bottom surface is now copied and618

rotated twice along the x-axis (red in Figure 8 (e)): by α619

around point q1 (See Figure 8 (e)) and by −α around q2620

to yield the initial two side surfaces of the base trivariate.621

The boundary edges holding the joint points qi, of these622

two initial surfaces, now T (u, vmin, w) and T (u, vmax, w),623

are modified to interpolate the corresponding boundary of624

the bottom surface, completing the construction of these625

two side surfaces.626

T (u, v, wmax) is constructed next as scaled version of627

T (u, v, wmin) that is forced to interpolate T (u, vmin, w)628

and T (u, vmax, w). Finally, the remaining two sur-629

faces, T (umin, v, w) and T (umax, v, w), are derived as630

a Boolean sum of four boundary curves, now fully de-631

fined by T (u, vmin, w), T (u, vmax, w), T (u, v, wmin), and632

T (u, v, wmax).633

We introduce another end-user degree of freedom, φ, in634

the form of the direction of the bridging tile, ~d. φ can635

blend between two possible valid option: ∂T
∂w , where T636

is the trivariate holding the anchoring face, and ~ni, the637

normal of the anchoring face, both evaluated at the center638

of the anchoring face. See Figure 9 (a).639

Figure 9 shows the two extreme settings of the blend-640

ing ratio φ, applied while constructing the base trivariate.641

When φ = 0, the base trivariate of the bifurcation tile is642

aligned in the direction of the w-derivative of T , ∂T∂w , as is643

shown in Figure 9 (b). When φ = 1, on the other hand, the644

base trivariate is constructed and aligned with the normal645

direction of the inlet anchoring surface, ~ni, as is shown in646

Figure 9 (c).647

The bridging tiles are guaranteed to join with a G0-648

continuity to the adjacent tiles as the inlet and outlet649

boundary surfaces are adopted directly from the surfaces650

of the neighboring trivariates. Higher continuity is also651

possible and depends on the continuity of the neighboring652

trivariates and the user-defined parameters such as φ and653

α, which determine the ending directions of the bridging654

tiles.655

3.6. Construction of Tubular Bridging Tiles in a Union656

When generating bridging tiles between two different657

sets of microstructure, in a union and along a shared658

boundary, we also employ tubular trivariates for one-to-659

one matches. The construction here of the tubular bridg-660

ing tiles, however, is slightly different from the construc-661

tion of these tubular tiles in the case of a subtraction op-662

eration (recall Section 3.3). Here, the one-to-one bridging663

tile connects two anchoring tile faces instead of joining an664

anchoring face and a point on the trimming boundary sur-665

face of the macro VModel, as was the case in subtraction.666

To ensure the continuity of the tubular face here, we con-667

struct the sweeping axis of the tile as a cubic Hermite,668

connecting the center locations of the anchoring surfaces669

while interpolating the starting and ending direction, fol-670

lowing the prescribed φ blending parameter. Examples of671

this variant of one-to-one tubular tiles are shown in Fig-672

ure 10.673

As before, one should also handle the possibility of colli-674

sions between the bridging tiles. We detect and avoid colli-675

sions between tubular trivariates, for one-to-one matches,676

as well as two-to-one bifurcation tiles. The strategy to677

avoid collisions in the bridging, here, is restricted, com-678

pared to the Boolean subtraction case. We can no longer679

repulse the end positions of the sweeping axis curves as the680

end points are no longer on a trimmed surface. It is also681

undesirable to modify the starting and ending directions of682

the sweeping axis curves, that are ensuring the continuity683

of the bridging tiles to the neighboring tiles. Therefore,684

we increase the degree of the sweeping curves from a cubic685

to a quintic, obtaining two new degrees of freedom to de-686

form the sweeping axis. Then, we avoid collision cases by687

repulsing the new internal control points. The new inter-688

nal control points are iteratively repulsed in the repelling689

direction computed from the tangents of the axis curves690

at their closes points, similarly to the subtraction case.691

Figure 11 (a) presents a case with two one-to-one tiles692

that are colliding. This collision is resolved, in Fig-693

ure 11 (b), by repulsing the internal control points of a694

quintic sweeping axis (in opposite directions).695

3.7. Managing general VModels696

The proposed tiling scheme can also be applied to gen-697

eral VModel, created using other Boolean operations such698

as intersections and multiple Boolean operations. In a699

case of an intersection, VA ∩ VB , one can employ either700
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a
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T (u, v, wmin)

T (u, v, wmax)

• •
q1

q2

Figure 8: The construction of a bifurcation tile. (a) shows an example of a bifurcation tile consisting of three trivariates: a base (in blue)
and two arms (in red). (b) zooms in on (a). (c) and (d) focus on the base trivariate, that is constructed using volumetric Boolean Sum, from
six surfaces, as seen in (e).

(a) (b) (c)

~ni

∂T
∂w

T

~ni∂T
∂w

Figure 9: The direction of the base trivariate of the bifurcation tile
is adjusted by a user blending parameter φ between ~ni, the normal
of the anchoring face and ∂T

∂w
as show in (a). In (b), φ = 0 and the

direction of ∂T
∂w

is employed, and in (c), φ = 1 and the direction of
~ni is used.

microstructure set, MA or MB, from the primitive with701

the higher priority, say VA. Here, the boundary surfaces of702

the trimmed VModel that originated from VB (with lower703

priority) are identified and the microstructure is classi-704

fied against these trimming surfaces. Bridging tiles are in-705

serted from the anchoring faces of the interior tiles in VA,706

to these trimming surfaces. In summary, the microstruc-707

ture’s processing of an intersection case is very similar to708

the subtraction case, of VA − VB .709

Figure 12 shows two cases, with opposite priorities, for710

Figure 10: The tubular tiles (in red) bridge inlet and outlet anchoring
faces from different primitive microstructure sets.

VA ∩ VB . The volumetric primitive in Figure 12 (a) holds711

the set of microstructures MB (in blue), whereas the vol-712

umetric primitive in Figure 12 (d) holds the set of mi-713

crostructures MB (also in blue). Figures 12 (b) and (c)714

show the different intersection results based on different715

primitive priorities. The interior tiles (in green) and the716

to-be-bridged tiles (in yellow) are different in the two cases717
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Figure 11: Collisions between neighboring bridging tiles are detected
(left, in a blue frame), and resolved (right) by repulsion.

(a) (b) (c)
(d)

MB ⊂ VB Pr(VA) < Pr(VB) Pr(VA) > Pr(VB)

VA ∩ VB VA ∩ VB

MA ⊂ VA
Figure 12: Two different configurations of the microstructures in
VA ∩ VB , depending on the priority, Pr(), of the input primitives.
VA and B along with their microstructures,MA andMB, are shown
in (a) and (d) respectively. (b) and (c) present the results for inter-
sections with different primitive’s priorities.

as are the bridging tiles (in red) that join different trim-718

ming surfaces.719

Up until now, we have described our strategies to tile mi-720

crostructures in a VModel that consists of two primitive721

tensor product trivariates. The presenting tiling strate-722

gies, however, can also be applied to more general VMod-723

els. This is obviously relevant and challenging in zones724

(V-Cells) of more than two trivariates. The key to consis-725

tently tiling a general VModel with microstructures is the726

assignment of priority values to all the primitive trivari-727

ates involved in the (Boolean operations in the) VModel.728

The microstructures are then tiled one V-Cell at a time,729

and according to these priorities.730

As VModels are constructed, applying Boolean opera-731

tions, a hierarchical tree is created with the final VModel732

at its root. In every step of these Boolean operations, and733

as a side operation, we record the information that will be734

needed for the microstructures’ synthesis, such as priori-735

ties, the trivariates in each V-Cell, tiles’ shape, and desired736

density of tiles. Consider the union of VA ∪ VB , VA and737

VB are arbitrary VModels, consisting of an arbitrary num-738

ber of V-Cells each. The V-Cells in VA ∪ VB are divided739

into three groups: VA − VB , VB − VA and VA ∩ VB . The740

primitive trivariates, their priorities, etc., as stored in VA741

are propagated to the V-Cells in VA−VB (unless a V-Cell742

of VA is completely deleted by this subtraction). Similar743

propagations are executed for VA ∩ VB and for VB − VA.744

Then, and given the complete VModel, the tiling of the745

microstructures starts from the V-Cells that hold the prim-746

itive trivariate of the highest priority. These V-Cells are747

processed and tiled first. Traversing the Booleans hierar-748

Example TVttl TVbrg Time (sec)

Vbox ∪ Vcyl (Fig. 6) 5992 154 18
VA ∪ VB (Fig. 13(b)) 1400 28 35
VA ∪ VB − VC (Fig. 13(c)) 826 98 38
VA − VB − VC (Fig. 13(d)) 384 48 17
VA ∩ VB ∩ VC (Fig. 14) 208 40 18
WingedDuck (Fig. 16) 39070 297 536

Table 1: Experimental results of the example models presented in
this paper. TVttl represents the total number of trivariates in the
VModel and TVbrg the number of bridging trivariate tiles. Time is
the complete construction time, on the cited machine.

chy tree, the handling of interior and boundary trimming749

surfaces is commenced following the description in previ-750

ous sections, while keeping all tiles on the trimming surface751

side with the higher priority.752

4. Results753

In this section, we present several additional results. All754

were tested on an Intel Core i7-7700K 4.2GHz PC with755

32GB of main memory. Table 1 shows the total number of756

trivariates in the microstructures, as well as the number757

of bridging trivariates, and the total execution time, in758

second. Each trivariate is formed of a trivariate spline759

of either quadratic or cubic degrees. The presented 3D760

printed examples were fabricated on a Stratasys printer,761

employing their VoxelPrint [17] interface.762

Figure 13 shows microstructures tiled in various V-763

Models derived from three orthogonal intersecting cylin-764

ders. As is shown in Figure 13 (a), each cylinder can765

be tiled regularly with microstructures, generated by the766

function composition. Boolean union, subtraction or in-767

tersection are then applied to these cylinders to generate768

the (microstructures in the) VModels in Figure 13 (b)-(d).769

Figure 14 shows three instances of microstructures in770

VModel VA∩VB ∩VC . Three different microstructures are771

revealed, depending on the priorities of the three cylin-772

ders. Compare with Figure 1. Figure 15 also shows a sim-773

ilar example, this time with double the resolution of the774

microstructure. Here also, the encapsulating VModel was775

3D printing transparent, as can be seen in Figure 15 (b).776

Finally, Figure 16 shows a winged duck VModel. The777

two trivariate wings were unioned with the trivariate of the778

body, only to subtract some hole near the tail. The wings779

had higher priority here and hence their microstructures780

were left unmodified. Because of the dense population of781

tiles in the body, there were some, fully inside the body,782

tiles that were located very close to the wings. As to-783

be-bridged tiles, the bridges from them were very short.784

Hence, we also allow a user-defined margin and purge such785

too-close to-be-bridged tiles, during the tile classification786

process.787

Note that near the root of the wing, the resolution of788

the tiles of the body is much higher than the resolution789

of the microstructure of the wing and yet, with the aid790

of bifurcation bridging tiles, the result is quite pleasing.791

Also, in Figure 16 (e) and (f), fairly high-frequency colors792

were encoded into all trivariates, exemplifying, once more,793

the heterogeneity capability.794
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VA

VB

VC (a)

(b) (c)

(d)

Figure 13: Microstructures in VModels undergoing different Boolean operation from three orthogonal cylinders, VA, VB and VC , having (a)
as input. (b) VA ∪ VB , (c) (VA ∪ VB)− VC and (d) VA − VB − VC . The colors of the tiles in the trimmed V-Cells are set to green, in (b)-(d),
if inside tiles, except for the to-be-bridged inside tiles that are set to yellow. In (b), all tiles of VA are kept (no classification of tiles in VA is
needed) so they preserve their original color.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14: The microstructures in VA ∩ VB ∩ VC (three intersecting
cylinders) where the three Vis are the same as in Figure 13. (a): VA
has highest priority, (b): VB has highest priority, (c): VC has highest
priority. See also Figures 1 and 15

While barely discussed until now, this work is not lim-795

ited to tiles with circular cross-sections. In Figure 16, the796

cross-sections of the tiles of the body are rectangles and797

those in the wing are circular. Yet, the bridging tiles are798

smoothly blended from one cross section to the other.799

5. Conclusions and Future Work800

This work presented a scheme to populate a full VModel801

consisting of several trimmed trivariates, using microstruc-802

(a) (b)

Figure 15: A similar result to Figure 1, 3D printed with double the
microstructure resolution, and a transparent encapsulating VModel.

tures. The result is a set of tensor product trivariates that803

are fully compatible with iso-geometry. Extra care has804

been taken, to ensure that adjacent trivariates conform805

and match so no mortar will be necessary. Similarly, be-806

ing a volumetric result, we could attach attributes (e.g.,807

color) to the geometry in full (not just the boundaries) and808

3D print the geometry with colors. While, in this work,809

we focused on trivariate tiles, the presented scheme can810

clearly be adapted to tiling with surface geometry and/or811

univariates (curves), being simpler cases.812
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 16: A VModel of a winged duck in (a), is populated with two types of tiles - rectangular cross-sections in the body and rounded in
the wings, all unioned together and properly stitched. (b) and (c) show zoom-ins on the bridging tiles between the wing and the body (the
wings had higher priority here and hence, their microstructures are unmodified and in cyan). One of the two-to-one bridging tiles is shown
(in red) with the adjacent tiles in (d). Note the rectangle cross-section tile (in yellow) from the body and the rounded cross-section tile (in
cyan) from the wing. (e) shows the VModel after random graded colors were encoded into its trivariates and (f) presents the final 3D printed
sample, in a transparent encapsulating VModel.

Performing the microstructure synthesis as a post-813

process to the Booleans, and once the VModel is complete,814

allowed us to optimize the microstructure’s synthesis and815

skip the computation of microstructures in primitives that816

were, for example, purged away. That is, ignore the mi-817

crostructures of VB in VA − VB .818

In the case of synthesizing the bridging tiles in a union,819

the current scheme might leave some anchoring surfaces820

of tiles unconnected, when the resolution of the tile sets821

differ significantly. A remedy might be found by consider-822

ing other configurations of matchings, such as three-to-one823

or even more generalized M -to-N matching, with all the824

geometric challenges that such generalized matchings can825

impose over the bridging tiles.826

A clear next step will be to analyze such arrangement827

of microstructure and see how to optimize them on one828

side and ensure that the bridging tiles are not forming829

weak/bottleneck locations, being less regular. Clearly and830

while the principles were laid down in this work, the pre-831

sented matching, bridging and repelling schemes can ben-832

efit from further research and improvement.833
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